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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Mostly cloudy
warm arid humid with scattothundei-showars
tered
-Irid—Wedriesd-dy.

I.

Lure Starts:
YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

25 Milt)
-6!12-8:46.

Republican Congress
Listens To Truman
Without Enthusiasm

;77

91i

Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, July 27, 1948
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President Truman told an unenthusiastic GOP congress today that it
must do something about high
prices. He asked for wage-price
controls, an excess profits tax on
corporations. rationing and a new
law to meet the housing shortage.
Face to face with congress for the
first time since he called it the
"worst" in history, Mr. Truman was
politely applauded by the Republicans before he started speaking..

CHAPMAN TO FIGHT Farm Bureau Director Speaks
FOR LEGISLATION To Members During Afternoon
IN WASHINGTON
DEADLINE SET
FOR RENEWING
OPERATOR LICENSE

HAMPER RED RADIO
BERLIN, July 2'7 i UP)._U.S. Army
engineers started working today on
a new Berlin air field, a project
which might silence the most pow-

•

Russian-controlled radio in
Germany whose key tower overerful

looks the area.

The field where the survey began
is a sandy wasteland in the French
But after that. they sat on their sector near Tegel Lake. It is used
hands. Non-southern congressional as a French army firing range.
Democrats and spectators in the gal- Overlooking the site. a hazard to
lery applauded 14 times during his any airport, is a 130-foot transmis25-minute address.
sion tower or radio Berlin. Soviet
Republican reaction to Mr. Tru- propaganda outlet.
If the sit is definitely agreed upman's anti-inflation and other propewits was negative. They called on and the air field is established,
said, the transmitter
it a political speech and said the engineers
people don't want the controls he would have to be torai down.
The possibility that the Soviet
proposed.
tower would have to be razed
radio
Senate and house. GOP leaders
developed a day after the western
called a 4:30 p.m. EDT meeting to
tiowers closed western Germany to
decide what to do about Mr. Truthe passage of rail traffic to or from
man's recommendations. Chairman
•
the Soviet occupation zone.
Robert A. Taft of the senate policy
Responsible quarters d
eonsrUlt_te: said he hopedae
that move as the imposition of ecoment of Republican views can be
nomic pressure on the Soviets for
issued after the meeting.
the blockade, of Berlin. They foreThere was considerable talk of a cast other moves against the Rusquick adjournment of the special limns in the western campaign to
that began yesterday. Nearly remove the blockade and its threat
all Republicans agreed the Presi- to the welfare of 2.500.000 Germans
enacted,
1
it the Wailers sector of the
-heftier Congress :stays in session
The Soviets have railed repeatr not. However, chairman Jesse edly against the western aerial ferP. Wolcott.. R.. Mich., announced ry by which the supplies are being
that the house banking committee carried into Berlin. In their latest
would begin on Thursday to go complaint they called for an end
ari
rrep
thetne
he niingts tal
tha(t
ahnotldi_iinng to the "superfluous flights of init,
‘e'snisdenotf'
sufficiently trained and deficiently
flatioin program. instructed. American pilots.•'
A Democrat. Sen. Olin Johnson
The Berlin radio, set up by Nazi
of, South Carolina. anneunced after Propaganda Minister Joseph GoebMr. Truman's speech that he will bets, was taken over by the Rusintroduce a resolution tomorrow to sians when they reached Berlin.
adjoiurn the extra sessien—unless The studios are in the British sector.
the Republicans do it first. He said and the Soviets refused to vacate
he thought most southerners in them.
congress would back a move to
Four GI's with the 579th U.S.
quit now.
engineers completed the survey
But in his speech Mr. Truman work for the.three projected runhammered hard on the idea that the., ways at the site of the proposed
next session of congress might be field. In charge of the survey was
too Ile to deal with high prices.
M -Sgt. George Kernan of New York
lieH warned of an economic col- City. With him were T-5 James
lapse, that would undermine the Freeman of Huntsville, Ala.; T-4
hope of world peace by impeding and T-5 Morris Viens of Nasua. N.
U. S. help to the recovery of H.
Europe.
Wilbur Spring of Florence. S. C..
Ti emphasize that everyone. inFrench troops carried out motor
cluding congressmen. is affected by practice nearby while the enginthe high cost of living. Mr. Truman eers worked.
extemporized:
"There are not very many rich
men in congress. Most of yoetahave
to get along on your salaries. All
you have to do is go back home and
ask your wife how prices are."
WASHINGTON, July 27 i um—
A southern Democrat leader said
By United Press
today he intends to introduce toStocks firm in quiet trading.
the
morrow a resolution to adjourn
Bonds irregularly lower; U. S
,extra session of congress Satuaday. Gevernments did not trade.
Curb stocks irregularly !ewer.
Chicago stocks irregular.
Silver Unchanged in New York
at 74- 6-8 cents a fine ounce.
Cotton futures steady.
Grains in Chicago: Wheat, corn,
oats, rye and soy bean futures irregular.

RELICS OF LONG AGO—Four youths display pieces of cargo from a sunken ship, believed
of Scandinavian origin, which were washed ashore off historic Fort Mifflin, Philadelphia,
during dredging operations. Included in the find are a wine bottle, piece of ship's hull,
piece of chain and a garden shovel. Hardware found was identified as early 1§00 style. A —
diver will go down to investigate the wreckage in the Delaware River. .

NEW RESIDENTIAL
Clements Hints Of Federal EXPANSION
BEGUN
Highway Through Murray NEAR COLLEGE
I
Gov, Earle C. Clements said
day that Murray will be placed on
a red line, intimating that one of
the highways going through the
city will soon be designated as a
Stoderal highway...
covernor Clements, together with
Henry Ward, commissioner of conservation, and Mrs. 'Lucy Smith,
director of state parks arrived at
Kentucky Lake Statelatrk at noon
today for a tour of inspeetion.
A delegation of Murray's leading
citizens. including 10 men and six
women, were on hand t., greet
them.
After a short visit with the Murrayans. and a discussion of future
development in this area, the governer and his party had lunch
aboard the Leo F. Keiler atuiser
tied at a dock near the park.
This afternoon the irfritup planned
a cruise to Kentucky Dam. and will
be dinner guests tonight of the Paducah Association of Commerce at
the TVA village.

i

THIRSTY
•
, Deputy Sheriffs
At Irvine. Ky,
Oscar Witt and Charlie Henry
say they have arrested two men
on the complaint of Clark Plowman of Wagersville. Plowman
told the officers that the men,
identified as Delbert Spivey
WolfInbarger.
Clarence
and
him
gunshot
with
peppered
when he refused to haul something for them after they had
hired his team and wagon. He
says the "something" turned out
to be a moonshine still and he
declined the job.
WASNT

MARKETS
At A Glance

LELAND STEELY
DIES MONDAY OF
HEART ATTACK

Vol. XX; No. 35

More Than 500 Farm
Families Meet Fe:
Annual Picnic r4re

Says Something
SITE OF NEW U. S.
Must Be Done
About High Prices AIR FIELD MAY
6

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

CHECKS MORE POPULAR
NEW YORK iUTh—The National
BoBard said
hands
changed
money
through checking accounts last
year than ever before in the history of the country.

3:1;:eistrialeCimference

Stock Markets

1

NEW YORE.. .7,..ey 2a. (UP)—
Stocks advanced fractions to more
than two points today after President Truman delivered his message on inflation to the special session of congress.
Trading increased on the recovery
after the market had idled before
The city of Murray is planning
the address. Wall Street construed
the message and the congress call to spend a large sum of money for
political and most market experts the erection of a stand pipe at the
believed nothing would be enacted end of Miller Ave. to augment the
Plans
that the President requested. As a water supply for that area.
have also been announced for a
result the situation was seen as
proposed new hard-surfaced road
water under the bridge so far as
to be built between highway 94
the market was concerned.
end the college farm road
Steel led the rise which was
City water and electricity will
participated in by non-ferrous metals. rails, oils, motors, and special be available _in this area. Certain
issues. The whole market took on building restrictions will also be
an improved tone, but the activity enforced as to the type of dwellgenerated failed to measure up to ings whcih will be permitted in
said Wilkinson.
Wall Street hopes and some of the this area.
gains were lost before the close.
Aside from the message and some
favorable cooperation reports and
divided actions there was nothing
new to sway prices. London stocks
declined before New York opened
but apparently had no effect here.
United States steel common stock
was swirled up 2 1-4 points to 80
7-8 in advance of the meeting .(if
The Retail Merchants Association
directors scheduled for after the
close The company later will re- met last night in the county court
room of the Court House at 800
lease the second quarter earnings
p. m. for the election of officers
report and announce divided action.
and other business.
Big steel -slipped back vertically
Ed Frank Kirk was elected presand closed at 80 1-2.
Wright aeronautical featured on ident, Frank Belote, vice president
the rise after the corporation de- , and Boody Russell was elected secdared two $5 dividends on the I retary-treasurer. Retiring officers
stock. It ran up to 92 1-2 up 14 1-2 were Ed Settle president, and Ila
Douglas secretary-treasurer.
points and closed 92.

ED FRANK KIRK
NAMED HEAD OF
RETAIL MERCHANTS

U. S. Steel's report showed net
profit for the second" quarter at
113 02 a share on common stock,
against $3 18 a share in the first
quarter and $2.65 a share in the corresponding quarter last year.
•_

25-Year-Olds To Be Drafted First
DirectorliersheyAnnouncesToday

Leland G. Steely. age 42. died at
5 o'clock yesterday afternoon at his
akene on Hazel, Route 3, following
Ratallness Of four helms. He was
stricken while working in a tobacco field. Death was attributed to.
a heart ailment.
Funeral services will be held at
WASHINGTON. July 27 (UM— take all available men not deferred
the Green Plains Church of Christ,
Selective Service Director Lewis for various reasons in the 25 and
where he, was a member. at 3
B. Hershey told congress today 25- 24-year age groups and most of the
o'clock Wednesday afternoon with*
year-olds will be the first to be available men in the 23-year-ofcl
officiating
the Elder Charlie Taylor
After that, he said, the group.
drafted.
He was a member of th e Murray
Because of deferments for prior
draft will work progressively downLodge 105 and the Maseins will conward until it reaches the 19-year- military service, dependency.•phyduct a graveside service.
sical unfittness, industrial necessity
Survivors include his wife: par- olds.
This was agreeable to Chairman and other reasons only 7,000 of the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Steely,
be availHazel. Route 3: one dauvhter, Miss Chan Gurney, H. S. D., of the Senate 1,1000.000 men aged 25 will
induction, he estimated.
Anna Lou Steely; two sons, Wei. armed services committee, who able for
lottery
Of the approximate 5.000.000 men
ter Lee and Robert Howard Steely previously had felt that'a
aged 22 through 25, all but 70.000
of Hazel. Route, 3: (we sisters, Miss -ashould decide who goes first.
Rebel Steely, Hazel, Route 3, Miss -Gurney said Hershey's plans are. will be deferred, he said. •
. Gurney explained that Hershey
Stee:y. Detroit; one "most fair."
htattie Ife
Hershey met today with Senate- was asked to meet the conferees so
brother, Aubrey Steely, Route 4,
House conferees who drafted the congress could determine whether
Muraay.
the policies established by the selecThe body will be lit his home tin- final version of the draft law:
When the meeting broke up. Her- tive service board Conform with the
tittuneral hour.
Burial will be in the churchishey Colt' newsmen the first draft law. Also, he said, he wanted to escemetery. The Max Churchill fu- I call is expected to be for 30,000 tablish some ebrtainty 'among registrants about' when and whether
neral home is in charge of arrange men, It will come about Oct. 1.
I Hershey said ibiS first.eall will they will be called
ments.

F

Murray's most recent residential
expansion area will begin to take
shape Wednesday afternoon at a
sub-division at College Place, located one block north of highway
94 en 17th street.
At 210.0'c-foe* tomorrow afternoon a number of large building
lots will be auctioned off under the
direction of E. F. Wilkinson of Taylersville, who is developing this
area for a residential section

•

"After hearing Gen. Hershey and
others on his stZff we--the confrees
—are convinced the system established... is fair in accordance with
the act." Gurney said.

LOUISVILLE. Ky„—Edward F.
Seiller, campaign
chairman
for
Virgil Chapman, candidate for the
Democratic nomination for United
States Senator, said
here that
Chapman woud spend "all of the
time
necessary" in
Washington
during the next two weeks even
Kentucky drivers are re inded
though his absence from Kentucky
that midnight July 31 is the eadwill necessitate a sharp curtailline for renewing motor ve cle
ment in the candidate's campaign
operator licenses at the local Ciractivities between now, and the
cuit Court Clerk's office.
August primary.
Robert A. Thompson, director of
Chapman is representative in
Congress from the Sixth Kentucky local relations, Department of Revdistrict. a post he has held for 22 enue. said. "I urge all drivers to
get their licenses this week to
of the last 24 years.
"Mr. Chapman feels that it is his avoid penalties for driving after
duty to remain on job during the August 1 without valid licenses."
nexia• two crucial weeks." Sealer • He also said, "It is the desire of
said. "There is a possibility that the Department to make the job of
at least two pieces of legislation renewing drivers' licenses as condesperately needed by thousands venient as possible. Many drivers
of Kentuckians will be conside
find it convenient to either send
by Congress during the presen their old licenses, together with one
special session and the vote of dollar, to the Circuit Court Clerk's
every sympathetic legislator will office by another person or by
be needed."
mail. If application is made by
Seiller listed the bills as fedeeall mall, a 3-cent stamp. as well as the
aid to education and adequate pro- old license, must be sieit to the
visions for veterans' housing. Both clerk."
Paesed the Senate during the regIn case of an strident. the lack
ular session of the Eightieth Con.
of a valid driver's license is prima
gress but died in the House. Chapfacie evidence of negligence. Also,
man supported both measures in
an, person driving without a valid
the House of Representatives.
license may be fined not less than
Seiller said that Chapman would
two or more than five hundred dolreturn to Kentucky by prime to fill
lars. or imprisoned not more ttran
several of his scheduled speaking
six months or both.
engagements, returning to Washington immediately therafter.He
will be heard over Radio Station
W H. A. S., Louisville, from 7:00'
to 7:30 p. m. Friday. July 30. in a.
transcribed address from Washing
•
-1
tun, D C.

Grain Review
Most
CHICAGO. July 27 iUP
grain futures tended towards the
downside on the Board of Trade today although wheat, corn and oats
showed spots of resistance to the
trend.
Wheat futures held close to yesterday's closing levels but failed
to show any appreciable gains despite the fact that the production
and marketing administration called for offers of flour to meet export needs.
Corn was fairly strong in the
close lulu. setae pick-up in dedeferred futures
mand but the
backed off under the impact of
light trading and prevailing good
weather in the midwest corn belt.

NEW-BORN SON
OF IVIR AND MRS
EDDIE EVANS DIES

A new -barn son of Mr. ;ipd Mrs
Eddie B Evans of Murray route 5
died at the Murray hospital at 5:00
o'clock Sunday morning after eight
hours of life.
Funeral services were held at the
Old Salem cemetery Monday forenoon under the direction of the
Max Churchill funeral borne.
Survivors include the father and
mother; grandmothers, Mrs. Connie Cook and Mrs. Trony Evens of
Murray route 5: a great-grandParker of
mother, Mrs. Bruce
Murray route 5; two brothers, a
twin of the one that died. and Joe
Bruce; a number of uncles and
•
aunts.

It was voted to continue the
manner of selecting the directors
that was used last year. The system used last year gave one direcfor each classification having five
members, two directors to each
classification
haviog six to ten
members, and three directors to
each classification having eleven
to fifteen members.
Frank Belote presided in the absence of the newlY elected president.

Wr

For'the benefit of these who
might get hungry during the long
afternoon, or before the big meal
was ready, 0. S. Wall set up a refreshment stand. Around 25 gallons of ice cream and 55 cases of
iId drinks were on hand.
Marvin Hill was chairman of the
grounds committee. and C. 0. Bondurant arranged the entertainment.
One of the honored guests at the
picnic was Charles Wallace of
Calvert City, district field director
for the state organization. •
Rudy Hendon, president of the
Calloway ceaunty Farm Bureau, said
that invitations had been sent to
the 500 members of the local group..
together with their families. and a
number of guests from the city and
county.
Mrs. Greenwood Cocanougher. of
Louisville. had planned to fly here
in her own plane to speak to the
Associated Women, but she gent a
wire early this afternoon stating
that predicted thunderstorms would
force her to stay at-home.

ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK- .
YARDS. Ill....July
11:13) oUSDA)
• a
—Livestock: •
•.
ti•igs 9.200: salable '8.500: market
steady to 25c lower; the decline
being on 180 to 230 pound hogs, at
29.75 to 30; .top 30; predominant
price 2975; j60 to 170 'lbs. 28.25 to
29.50: 130 to 150 lbs 4(50 to
.28: 100
to 120 lbs 250 to 25; 240 to 270 lbs
28.25 to 29.50: Moderate sprinkling .
2110to 300-lbs 26 to 2825; load of
350 lbs 20; sows 450 lbs down 21 ta
24: heavier kinds 19 to 20: stags 17
_
to 19: boars 12.50 to 15.
Cattle 4,500:' salable 4.000: calves
1.800, all salable. Market active
and strong on steers and heifers.
Hirher asking prices slowang up
trade. Few loads good steers 35 to
35.50; some choice steers held above.
$9: cows opened firms to Me highes few good cows 24 to 25: common and medium 19 50 to 23: canners and cutters 15.50 to 19: bulls
firm; medium to good 23 to 25: few
26.50; stealers steady; good and
choice 28 to 31; common and medium 16 to , 27.
Sheep 3.000: all salable; few
early sales 25 to 50c higher; OS
paid sparinglyfor strcitly good and
choice. -Market not fully eetablish:.
ti p
ed. but all interests bidding.

rt

SCOTT COUNTY
ADOPTS BAN TO
CHECK POLIO

sa.

This forenoon more than 500 farm.,'
families of the county began gat- '
hering at City Park for the annual Farm Bureau picnic. In addition to a free noon meal, all types
of entertainment was furnished for
them throughout the day.
The principal speaker was Riley
G. Arnold of Alabama, regional
director of the national Farm Bureau Federation. He explained the
A B C's of the organization and
pointed out the advantages to belong to the local group. His talk
was spiced with interesting incidents from his work with farm
organizations.
Music was furnished at intervals
throughout The day by the Bell City
quastet...loe Parker_ and his Sunshine Boys. and Audrey Thurman
with his electric guitar.
What do the farmers cat when
they come to town for a picnic?
Well. we doubt that many of them
Went hungry.
Mrs. S. V. Foy. chairman of the
foods 'committee, said that a total
of 16 sheep had been barbecued,
makitig a total of 650 pounds of
nice, juicy meat. In addition, two
large tubs of slaw were prepared.
three bushels of tomatoes, three gallons of pickles and 100 loaves of
bread.
Mrs. Hansford Doran, chairman
of the Associated Women (tf the
Farm Bureau, had general supervision of feeding the large greup.
Assisting her were at least 30 members of the women's group.

LIVESTOCK

Hershey said selective service
hopes "to bring certainty to , _the
Scott county as the latest Kenupper age group as soon as possible
as tq whether they will tar won't tucky area to adopt 'a .ban on pub•
lic gatherings of children, due to
be taken."
the prevalence of infantile paralyHe emphasized that all men 18
sis
through 25 most register under the
At Georgetown. the county health
law unless they are on active mili- department says youngsters should
tary duty. He said registratioin is stay away from
movies, playrequired of all veterans and of all grounds and other places where
HELPING GRANDPA BARKLEY—Young Alben W. Barkley
reserves even thoogh they are de- children might spread polio.
and sister Dorothy Anne keep eyes on the'mail box while
ferred under the law.
Three polio cases have been retheir grandfather, Sen. Alben W. Barkley, gets a muchUnder the policy laid down by ported in Scott county and more
selective service, men who are 25 than 40 have been Lieted in the: needed rest at their Paducah, Ky., home. !rimy important
years and 11 months ()Id will be the state Health officials say that wftlfie letters show up, the Democratic Vice-Presidential nominee
will get them pronto.
first called. The others will follow sanitation and` eeasonable care, aril
in the reverse order of -their ages. epidemic can be avoided.

• edards Ole

Today the-rural plias of Calloway
county had a • chance to sit down
and enjoy some of the food they
spend all year raising for the tables
of other people.
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OUR DEMOCRACY—

--byttiat

ITwo-Day Meeting at
Western Substation

AMERICA tht/BEAUTIFUL

The pee days of Aug. 4 and 5
have been set aside for farmers
to see the crops. pastures, fruit
and livestock at the Western Kenlucky Experiment Substation at
inneeton, Sopt—fis .ii—Lowey- an-neunces.

WHILE WE ENJOY THE BEAUTY OF OUR FORESTS
AND WOOOLANOS, LET US REMEMBER THAT A
CARELESS MATCH, A FORGOTTEN CAMPFIRE EMBER,
A SPARK FLICKED FROM A CIGARETTE, CAN TURN
SIAST SECTIONS OF VERDANT LAND ,MITO CHARRED
WASTE.

ON *ATE& By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
lb. Wad In Calloway and adjoining counties. Per Year. $350. elseberg 85-50-

Several varieties of dark tobacco are being grown at the substation, and tests are being made
of different methods of fertilizing
both dark and burley tobacco.
Farmers will see several kinds
of hybrid corn, alfalfa, clover and
other hay crops. and pastures sowed with different mixtures. Results
of various rotations also will be

iAT101:LAL REPItESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO., 903 Sterick
"Wilding, Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
*re, Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boston.
T811 KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION

•
-

i

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
out reader&

Tuesday ,Afternoon, July 27, 194S
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TUESDAY; Jt1LY7 1948

When Politicians Are Tempted

SPRI
:
way ot
"Fur
ed on 1
,More E

Not everybody in
Calloway county sub.
•
The-Ledger
Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

-tha--1Th

state's
in Illin

Small
merged
fthem e
Befor
prograr
ago, Ill
school
been sl
educate
about I

I Letter Ta jiitor 1
.--:

LAST YEAR. DAMAGE BY FOREST FIRES is• THE u.s. TOTALLED
32 sen_iioni DOLLARS... BUT Tut GREATER COST CANNOT
BE MEASURED— 0E-StRUCTION
RESOVRC-ES ?NAT
rooN AMITyRE AND MEN OENERArrONS 7D SoLO,nIIIE LOSE
OA WILD LIAE,7Sei Ma.IN Nc/A4AN MiSIER7 ANO SI.IPPORINO

Deear Editor:
In the clothing closets of many
American homes, there are tucked
away in the sumer the heavy
clothing and shoes that the children wore last winter. Some of
...these will _naive iseen outgrown by
jail. And sittriie,.lie the rem months,
%AB be destroyea lik, livoths. '•
' !el for, the lack of SUCh.clothing..
hun&edi of thqesands of children
miserly thousand
will sailer, ;a
will die 'of q*pc4ure. next winter.
For the pont sieteen years Save
:
4has been
Childred Feder:iti
jher necproviding clothing
essities for many needy - children
in tile 'clindeantaged rural areas of
our owl' country,, and in more re•
cent years an ylriland, Holland,
WS AREA/57TV PROUD OF AMER/C.4'S 4147I.IR4t.
France and Audria.
dishing tis letter,
I hope by putAND-afAuTY — LET US GUARD IT CARE-Re.n.LY
your readers will b-e...018188d to
AGAINST ONE OF /TS NioSr OEsTRucriv &tam/CS —
outgrown ,,cloth
used and
sen
fin. taw needy chilLag to us
dren. It can be sent by parcel
Post or express prepaid to: Save
the Children Federation. 30 N.
Maple Street, Winchester. Kentucky.
The clothing is needed now because tithe' is required to sort.
The primary w.11 soon be over ..
clean, repair and pack , it so that
ng that have gained him mof.
and it Vtill..be a ,hattfie • of parties 1
it may get to its destination for
with national issues instead of a; of the large indepenc3ent votes in the chi/drips iig the time the cold
urpoae of contributing it to the states.
There appeared in many newspapers a few days ago fight of individuals Aid personall- Kentucky and a lot of votes among weather comes.
s.
picture of the director of the federal unemploym.mt corn- tites. I believe that election/are! the Democrats. Thurston Morton Adult clothing also is welcome.
tion bureau holding a check for seven billion, two won or lost by the actions of party lof Louisville has had a good record for if parents are helped, the childlead....rs and their effect on
in his first Seem as Congressman, ren .are helped too.
undred million dollars. he was turning over to the general opinion over a period of public'?
time.' is well liked and. in Louisville. the
With thanks, believe me to be.
notary of the United States, because it wasn't needed for and not lust through the efforts Republicans have their best poleyours.
Very uncerly
'
employers
of
for
by
paid
in
originally
it
was
purpose
She
f political machines during an tical organization. Howsie Mad*"
John R. Voris
like 41/3
elect:on year.
has a personal popularity
that
President '
The Democratic meeting in Con- gained him the election the last
IllasnitICh as it was collected in the form of .taxes, n
-s.
Dayrolls for one purpose—and one purpose only—to pro- vention Hall at Philadelphia seem- time and his fight for the veterans I
vide compensation to workers in case of unemployment, ed to be confused and confiunded has gained him national recogniand most of them confessed they tion. it seemed that these candliSow can it be used for, any other purpose?
had rather nominate someone be- dates were assured of re-election
funds
diversion
of
It hasn't been many years since a
sides Truman for the presidency until the Philadelphia Convention.
HOLLYWOOD ,UP,—Don't beat
was a crime and e‘en folks who paid taxes on gasoline to Many party leaders who were del- Barkley's personal popularity may
tat children when you show off
for
was
used
when
it
roads
kicked
build
provide revenue to
etatee.....at the corrvention. have change all this. We will know in I. company. You might discourage
Might
Wonder if anybody ever thought it
Other
stated to rue that they were certain November. If it doesn't. the Demo- Diem frdm earning you a milright, and honest. to return the money to the employk if Barkley had permitted them 9.o crane strategy may have been lien dollars.
.
ho paid it if it wasn't needed to pay unemployment corn- nominate him for the presidency Democratic bungling. Usually. Roddy MacCiewell says it's the
they
had
enough votes promised party candidates on a Presidential little show-offs who go on and beensation? Probably no, for the eirnloyer is manifestly
for him to assure his nomination ticket are picked for the sections come child movie stars. They're
e "forgotten man" in 1948.
—
l personally believe, and many they represent. Thus. as Truman lust getting in Some preliminary
is
I
rof thew seem to think, the moat' is from the Middle West. a cancin stage experience.
acceptable ticket (to the peoplei date for vice-president would have
"I'm sure many of our friends
would have been Barkley and Jim-. been picked from New York. Penn - thought my sister Virginia and I
we
FRANCISCO 'UP—Henry bit tv um. Stu,s aid accessories my Roosevelt running on the lib- sylvania. or California because of were little monsters when
eral platform of Franklin D. Roos- , their geographical location. Bark- showed off for them. reciting
nsen. petite young lady from ' with all. outfits
evelt's
New
Dee!
policies.
Roose- , ley. the strongest man in the Shakespeare."
said
MeeDowell
attic. got off a Pan American
included
Her compl:te wardr
velt is dead and you cannot run Democratic party, is from Kentuc- "But our mother encouraged us.
ipper in San Francisco after a :
a bide dress uii ails print dri,ss. his effigy. Barkley fought for. and ' ky. the neighboring state of Mis- and her judgment must have been
ree-rnonths flying trip aroundi
shantung pushed through. much of his New souri and Kentucky has just eleven right, for both of us won prizes as
c world with her entire ward; dark brown linen dress.
afternoon dress, dinner dress, dark Deal legislation and many of his electurial votes. I do not believe. Shakespearean actors in London
be in one suitcase
I
social forms has long been pro- as some do. that the Democrats when Virgihia was nine and I wa:* The capsule wardrobe. choseni crepe afternoon dress, slacks, two
minent in the eyes of the public decided they could not win and eight."
Ily for air travel. V.eIglaeC white silk -skirts. watermelon pink
and is liked by both ISbor and that Barkley could win Senate and
AlacDowall says you might as
pounds. intluding the suitcase.; sweater, three pair of shoes. thrne
capital. conservatives and liberals. House seats for them in Kentucky. well face the fact that -your chilwas well under the baggage ai- 1 pairs of gloves, three hats. two sets
and will be acceptable to the Indiana and Illinois. I think the dren are going to show off. It's as
wance of 88 pounds The ward- i of nylon lingerie, two dozen nylon
Southern "states-righters. Jimmy keynote speech he made instilled natural as eating bread and jam.
umbrella.
'toe
collapsible
stockings,
furnish
;
planned
to
be had been
Roosevelt veauld carry the prestige a fighting.spire in the party and He says the thing for parents to di,
e proper type of clothing for i rubbers, fur coat. tweed Ain, short
of -ilia father and his father's name. made him the most popular figure Ls direct the way in which they
*mates ranging from the raw'top coat and one handbag.
The ticket, however, hi Truman at the Convention. When he would 111Low ofL
nds of Scotland to the heat of' An ideal outfit for actual travel
and Barkley. Barkley is a marvel- net let them nominate him for the
'Poo many parents.. especially
.
°weal Pacific
is a skirt ond blouse Miss Hansen
oiis campaigner of the Wel school presidency, his nomination for vice fathers, act embarrassed about it
4 -The secret." Miss Hansen said said. The only additions ehe Would
variety but is just one man. His president was a foregone concl_us- all," he said. "Instead, they should
Ps to pick one basic color" She make to her wardrobe' on another
personality and fighting speeches 1E4
try to encourage a child's selfsae brown That makes it poss.:- trip are twe nylrin skirts
can sway - audiences but whether
RANDOM • SHOTS . . . Factors assurance, poise and ability to exit will hold them at election time
that have a direct bearing on the preps himself clearly.
is an uncertain factons Truman is
Maybe a Natural
election:
Wallace's Third
Party
unfortunate in having no gift for will draw from the
"If a child mimics his parents
liberals and
oratory or a vote-getting radio
radicals who, experts agree, hay.. and, friends, he ought to be encourarepersonality His fight with the Re- been voting the
Democratic ticket aged Instead of scolding. Maybe
publican House .and Senate' hurt This will
have a direct bearing in he's a natural for a movie actor."
They might as well have closed
him in the eyes of the people. They
Even „it las ?sliver goes into the
such close states as California. New
,..the school the day after it hapdo not seem to realize that he was
York and a few other states not simnel', he'H•still, want to act when!
sipened The kids cool% hardly be
unable to carry out—many of his
because he will get a large vote he's completing a business deal,1
;expected to ffunk about socil
policies because of the antagonism
but because he will get enougn altrlittirilt; a: bop friend or girl
.•,setenee or English. . . .
...•
of the Republican Congress. They
1
votes from the Democrats to assuic friend, or pl&Ping a poker hand.
The man who broke the heart
only know that he did noi carry
so
valuable all
a Republican victory in those , "Acting is
of a whole town was a salesman
them out. Then too. there , are
states. The southern rebellion in, through life that people ought to
who had never seen the town
other fasters against him Anyone
state's rights w.II not have a great practice it even if they don't in.1before.
He was nine miles away
1
who followed in the footsteps of
effect on the electoral votes of !tend to Make a career of it." Macthat long, straight stretch of
-;•on
.
a man as popular with the people the
south but will have publicity Dowall said "Take girls, for in!
.U. S. 14 He was near the end
as Franklin D. Roosevelt would
and psychological bearing on the stance, Eevery girl should know
...of his sales route, but not near
suffer
by comparison. The uncerienough. and as , he frowned The highway -'-hut the man in
vines of the nation and will tie 'how to act.
7:through a rehearsal of his report the black coupe needed more tain times and the unrest of. the aeterminat :hi the Democratic par- "And most of them,''-fW - added
Isto the sales manager, his '46 time than 65 miles an hour gave people that always follow a war ty
'
More and more people eflectIvely. "do."
"business coupe raced up the hill him. The brutal, chaotic crash- have contributed. to some senti- throughout the nation. arid parti- REiddy, now Is 19, is finding out
"and into the history of the town. that followed killed two boys p. rnent against him. All these things cularly in Kentucky havta started about things
I
9 Just over the crest, 17 high- and one girl, and seriously Hi- are factort that seem to eioint to- voting for individual and not Just Ninteen years of -showing off"
;school boys and girls were sing- jured nine of the luckier ones. I dard a
Republican victory in along party lines. This
will be have been so fruifiul for ,Roddy .
ing their way home from a pie- The salesman escaped death. no November.
more noticeable this election than that he now is a movie producer
Here in Kentucky Baiktly's aka.,it his
011ie. The hayrack they were one knows how — and the town
as well as an actor. He and Lindever been before.
, minilioe- may makes stieciding.dii--' tiding was almost completely off wonders why:
sly Parson are producing Robeh
•..
,
1 ference in the outcome of the KenLouis Stevenson's "Kidnapped" at
election..B,at
Barkley
rkIe
hss been
ns
wa
Monogram studios. Roddy is starBRAD Tin cuisevrimpe
• 1-ttuic.kK
e t
Kentucky
ring in the picture too
what Roosevelt
;....._i to the Natitin His popularity was
clearly demonstrated when "Hap- 4.11MMINII!L
py" Chandler ran agairist him with
Olt
the aid of the powerful "Chandler
1machine. Barkley's more than 80.1000 majority was brought about
1 not only by the aid of Roosevelt
',but by Barkley's popularity and
I his service to the people ever a
number of years.
Before the
Convention
and
Barkley 'a
nomination as VivoPresideirt on tin. Democratic ticket.
it seemed certain that Kentucky
•
would go, Rep ubilegh.
Senator
S.
John Cooper. has a personal follow.-

Some ugly charges and insinuations have been apearing in the newspapers recently regarding alleged
shake-downs" of emptoyes in the 'unemployment compensation division of the State of Tennessee.
It seems the Justice Department suspects that federal
,1
Raw has been violated in acceptance of 10 per cent of one
Inonth's salary from employes of the division because govIlrnment funds are used to help provide salaries to these
Imployes who are supposed to be working for the state.
4 . The situation is interesting from a number of stand..
r
cnints and one that strikes us as pertinent is., that it is
ways a misaake for management and control of any pubbureau to be under joint jurisdiction of the federal goy. ment and the several states.
Up until the Roosevelt administration there was a dis1
nct line of jurisdiction, and few questions ever ar
'here federal and state rights conflicted. Now-adays it is
ard to tell who adminsters what and the average citizen is
t loss to know what state's rights are because-the Supreme
urt itself interpret;the constitution in a way that is new
.
nd different.
In our opinion the unemployment compensation diisions of the various states should be unquestioned state
usiness and the federal government should have nothing
do with them no matter how much of its money it wants
contrihnte to their upkeep, especially when all its contriutions represent revenue it obtains front an excise tax on
ayrolls which, the law says, is collected for the specifiC

Litt
Illin

—
Illinois,
Tennessee
-Indiana,
from
Seen. Experiments compare the well, Calloway, Carlisle. Crittenbenefits of applying .various phos, den. Fulton. Oraves itickman. Liv- and other states.
phates to the soil, with and with- ingston, Lyon, McCracken, Marout limestone.
shall and Trigg counties.
Farmers from 35 to 40-counties
The stcond day, Aug. 5, special
usually attend this annual meet- invitations will be given farmers
ing at the. Western Kentucky Ex- from these counties: Butler, Chrisperiment SubstaHon. Farmers from tian, •Davies, Hancock,, Hendeisen.
4.
half of the Counties will go one ilo Ides, Lokein. McLean; Muhlenand farmers_ from the rest berg, Ohio, Simpson, TodErTfruon,
of the countle the second day.
Warren and Webster.
The meeting on Aug. 4 will be
Faemers from any county witt-be4-el
primarily for farmers living in the welcome either day, Supt. Lowery
following counties: Ballard, Cald- said. Visitors also are expected
'
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He Was Going Straight
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Hurt iiidtprildent experts smoke Lucky Strike
gular4 than the next two ieaoing brands combined!

IF YOUR CAR HAS
BEEll IN AN ACCIDENT
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UNE A EMIT

RUDY CAN FIX THAT TOO
on our
Nationally Advertised BEAR Equipment
We offer complete

BEAR service as Nationally
advertised

SAVE TIRES. .. SAVE LIVES
DON'T DELAY!
Bring In Your Car Today
Ask for Rudy Barnett

Billington-Jones Motor Co.
I

211 Main Street

Telephone 170
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Little Red School House Passing
Illinois Concludes After a Survey
SPRINGFIELD. Ill. (UP)-The
'little red school house" is on the
way out in Illinois.
"Fur sale" signs have been posted on hundreds of country schools.
,More are goning on the block In
the---most drastic shakeup of -the
state's system of public education
in Illinois history.
Small school districts are being
merged into larger ones, some of
them embracing whole counties.
Before the school consolidation
program got started three years
ago, Illinois had more than 11,000
school districts. The number has
been slashed to around 9,000, and
educators hope to have it down to
. about ow in the next few years.
Two Chief Aims
Behind the consolidation are two
chief aims:
1. Better schools and better
teachers fur Illinois' rural school
•
children.
2. yore efficient administration
to get the most from the tax dollar.
' The movement, slow getting
star'ed. shifted into high gear this
yea

now are 117 consolidated districts
-called community ,_iichool districts.
Nickell has predicted that Illinois will have less than 3,000
school districts by next spring-a
cut of better than 300 per cent in
three years.
But it hasn't been easy. Educators and civic leaders have to
fight "farmer stubborness"
to
change; a fear of increased taxes,
and the opposition of local politicians bent on maintaining the
status quo.
Examples Set
Two things hurried the job.
Most important was the shortage
Of teachers and the inability of
smaller districts to match the higher pay scales in city schools.
The other was the example of
schools.
successful consolidated
Mothers and fathers saw children
in neighboring counties attending
modern schools where they learned more than just the "A-B-Cs."
One hurdle remains. The constitutionality of the restticting law
is being challenged in the state
supreme court.

The state school superintendent,
Vernon L. Nickell, said parents in
smaller communities and on farms
are beginning to realize that their
children can have just as good an
education as those in cities if they
combine their tax dollars.
Beat Deadline
Three years ago the state legislature passed a law permitting
counties to set up survey committees. The committees had until last
June to make final recommendations for merging school districts
in their counties.
But many areas didn't wait for
the committees to report. There

ONLY PARTLY IMMUNE
ST. LOUIS (UP)-Hugh Lake,
Boy Scout field executive, rubbed
his face with poison ivy to show
youngsters in his camp that he was
immune to the stuff. They were
more than amazed the next morning when they found their leaders face unmarked but a fresh
case of poison ivy covering both
of his legs..

Ursa our Wasumiee
get the hustmma

aait-rmap

P1 •

YOUR
CREDIT
IS
GOOD
HERE,
USE
IT.
THIS
IS
NOT,
A
MONEY
RAISING
SALE.
WE
NEED
THE
SPACE
FOR
WORKMEN.
WE
MUST t
GET
MERCHANDISE
OUT OF
THE
WAY
QUICK!

DOUBLE
SAVINGS
We're cutting prices that
are already marked way
under today's replacement
cost. You, therefore, ore
getting the advantage of
double savings in this great
sale.
There are
hundreds of items
in this sale we
do not have space here to list.
_

GREAT REDUCTIONS THROUGHOUT OUR STORE
WE MUST MAKE ROOM QUICK-OUR
FLOORS ARE CROWDED--WORKMEN MUST HAVE ROOM --- Out Goes Merchandise
Quick --- Many Items Will Be Sliced In Half.
•

No Carrying Charge Added!

24.50 Hollywood Beddecorated panel
26.00 Hollywood Bedtapestry upholstered
29.50 Light finish Pull-up Chair, blue
check tapestry cover, spring seat
35.00 Boudoir, Chairstriped cover .

TAR HEEL BEAUTY-Patty Osborne, of Shelby, N. C., shows
why she was named "Miss North Carolina" in a recent beauty
contest. She will represent the Tar Heel State in the Atlantic
City Pageant in September. At left is Patty's friend, who is
pretty good looking, too.

Three drivers, three vehicles,
three mistakes. That is an absolute pattern for disaster.
If one of the drivers hadn't
slowed down without warning,
if the bus driver hadn't tried
to pass it without reducing his
speed, and if the third driver
hadn't been drinking, this tragedy probably never would have
occurred.
As it was, a soldier is dead,
to of his brothers are crippled
fdt life, and a dozen children
are recovering from serious injuries.
Also, a 23-year-old college
graduate with a promising Caleer in medicine has been
charged with manslaughter and
felony drunk driving.
It happened very quickly.
The southbound school but was
following the black sedan in the
rigeht lane of a three-lane highway when the sedan slowed
down sharply. The bus driver

119.50 4-Pc. Wal. Veneer Modern Style

98.50

Suite-Bed, Chest, Vanity and Bench

179.50 3-Pc. Wal. Veneer Waterfall
Style Suite-Bed, Chest, Vanity

15950

189.50 3-Pc. Wal. Vt•neer Waterfall

169.50

349.50 4-Pc. Extra Large Fine Wal. Veneer SuiteBed, Chest, Vanity and BenchBe sure to see the value

13.50 Brown Finish Metal Bedull size

239.50 2-Pc. Living Room Suitefine tapestry cover

22.50 Fibre Rocker
245.00 Tuxceda Style Sofablue tapestry cover
219.50 Style Sofa-fine tapestry
cover, choice of rose or blue
9.95 Porch Rockerwhite dec. red

frightful.

89.50

29.50 Wal. Finish Poster Style Bed,
full size

59.50 Maple Frame Arm Chairtapestry cover

.e'

139.50 3-Pc. Wal. Veneer 18th Century
Style Suite, Bed, Chest, Vanity

Style Suite-Bed, Robe, Dresser

115.00 Maple Frame Davenporttapestry cover

veered out to pass in the center
lane. At that precise moment
the northbound convertible
coupe, with a drunk driver at
the wheel, and /carrying four
woqzy passengers, weaved into
the center lane. The crash was
head-on, the consequences

1950.
13.95
14.95
29.50
9.95

21.50 Wal, Fin. Spool Spindle Style Bedfull size

198.50 2-Pc. Davenportfine tapestry cover

Tragedy of Errors

This Is Your Great Opportunity To Save
Don't Wait --- Come In Now For The Big Bargains

5.95 Porch Rocker
22.50 Wood Slat Single Seat
Porch Glider

19.95
9.95
98.50
119.50
8950
39.50
9.95
119E50

149.50
6.95
3.95
16.50

298.50

149.50 2-Pc. Living Room Suite, fine Kroehler quality
tapestry cover, outstanding

395.00 5-Pc. Hardmaple Suite "Kling" Quality-Bed,
Chest, Vanity, Bench and
Nite Table

119.50

value

349.50
19.50

339.50 2-Pc. Living Room Suite, wine color frieze
cover, extra large, fine
Kroehler quality
319.50 2-Pc. Modern Style Kroehler
Suite, fine frieze cover, blue color

269.50
259.50

27.50 Pull-up Style Chair, channel back,
spring seat, wood arm, sale price
129.50 Studio Bed Davenportfine tapestry cover

298.50 2-Pc. Extra large, wood-trimmed, modern style,
Kroehler, wine colored figured
velour cover

249.50
239a50
198;50
249.50
79.50
59.50

298.50 2-Pc. Kroehler Suite, rose color,
fine frieze covers, modern styling
239.50 Duncan Phyfe Style Sofa,
fine figured tapestry
298.50 Duncan Phyfe Style Sofa, light
color figured tapestry cover

98.50 Large Wing-Back Style Chairin fine blue tapestry
69.50 Large Channel-Back, Tapestry
Cover Chair

47.50 Style Chairs-assorted
shapes and ixers at

29.50

119.50 Studio Bed, tapestry cover

98.50

119.50 5-Pc. Breakfast Suite, extension plastic top
table, all metal chairs, red seats,.
fine quality

7950

112.50 5-Pc. Breakfast Suite, blue plastic extensio.1
top, chrome legs, seats and backs of
chairs in blue leatherette

69.50

91.75 6-Pc. Breakfast Suite, all wood, white enamel
finish, chair seats ted leatherette,
extension table, large size,

USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN For LATER DELIVERY

69.50

HODES-BURFORD
e
l
,
i..,,,..„.....
.
Salts/kg' CustomersBuilt Oar Mores

'VELIV ER1
Within
100 Miles

65.00 Kitchen Cabinet, white
enamel, porcelain top
20.00 Pull-up Chairtapestry cove

I?i.

PADUCAH

1

119.50

MAYFIEL D

21.50 Pull-up
velour cover

Rocker-

17.5410
)
11§ form Rocker-...estry cover

59.50
9.95
14.95
24.50
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WILLIAMS, Echtui — PHONE 374-M

One death and four cases of
body the greater risk og spotRocky Mountain Spotted Fever reted fever. Ordinarily if the tick
TOTAL NUMfiER OF CASES OF
centlY reported in .Kentucky have
is attached less than 4 hours there
centered - interest in this diseaso' SPOTTED FEVCR REPORTED BY YEAF is little danger; however. if it re1933- IN 7 •KENT UCKY
which is of growing concern to
mains attached 8 hours the posse..
35
public health „authorities here. It
Way of getting tre disease is
has been reported from 54'
greatly Increased. It is best to strip
ties scattered thro.ighout the state,
, off outdoor clothing in the empty
so that no section is safe from it.
, bath tub, as such clothing tossed
30
Death5
However, the greatest number of
on the bed or chair might give the
cases has been reported from the
tick a hiding place in the house.
ReCoverie5.
North
Central
section. - bound
hi Kentueq, any tick that -will
roughly by Louiglille, Covington,
bite a person can carry Rocky
25.1
c.
jlerningsburg and Bardstown.
Mountain Fever. There are two
Last year in Kentucky 31 cases
species to be found here namely.
and 7 deaths from Rocky Mountain
the common Wood Tick which is
Spotted
Fever
were reported.
the most prevalent, and the Lone
There has aeen an increase in the
Star Tick which is found occasion`N'•
actual :number of cases reported
ally.
\
in the State each ,year since 1934
A person. such as a lineman or
when the first cases were reported
No•
woodman. obliged to work in a
Nos.
here. The disease becomes prevaltick infested area, should protect
•••%.
ent during the -tick season"-May.
himself by going to a physician
June, July and August. In the
for vaccination against this disZ••."`
fourteen years since the disease
ease. If one is suspicious that he
•
u-as last recognized in the State.
has been bitten by a tick, the per138 owes with 39 deaths have been
iod of anxious waiting before
reported' to the State Health Defever appears will usually be from
o.
•••
partment.
three to six days. However,. there
•e,
If :ctrie goes into the woods or
are a few records which show the
'ateN k'
N
••••
deep 'weeds which are tick infestfever has developed 12 days after
ONE 5EE
ed, it is quite impossible to avoid
the bite. Vaccination. however. is
picking them up on outside clothnot suggested for the general pop•
ing. They soon crawl up loose soon as a person comes in from the •ulation because the disease is not
pant legs and cuffs. However, the outside, his clothing is taken on -widely prevalent. Cleanse the site
ticks du not always bite as soon and his body carefully examined,
tick • bite with soap and
as they get on a person In fact it is often possible to catch the water. Encourage free bleeding
sometimes they may spend several tick before it bites The longer from the spot. and go at once to a
harmless hours en 3 man If. as the tick is attached to the human physician.
• di lin

•

Fay Bushart Carolyn Caraway.
Mary )liller Ellis. Betty Nix, Bettie Ann Nix. Bettie Pearl Pittman,
Frances Raines, Shirley Tommy.
Marilyn Walker. Joanna lAtilmurth.
Carolyn Orr. and Jr. Irt ,b••.son.

Juniors orifie Forest
Meet atklome of Mrs.
Mildred . Wilmurth

celebrated.
Twelve members were present
to enjoy games and refreshmcnts on
the lawn.

The Sub-teen. group of the Lois
Waterfield Juniors of th..• W.aximen
Circle met July 17 at the Borne of
their sponsor. Mrs.. MOdreci Wilmurth • for a ritualistic and social
meeting.
Sw5ndra and Diana Smith were
welcomed as new members to the
group.

The Teen-age Juniors of the
Woodmen Circle met Jul 24 to enjoy a skating party.
After a short business session and
birthday program at her home Mrs
Wilmurth accompanied the group
to the Murray Roller Rink where'
they spent the entire session skatVARSITY THEATRE
ing and enjoying the refreshments -I Walk Alone- • 1 Hr. 37 Mm I
available at the rink.
Feature SI srts: 1 : 00-3:00-5:054:10Those in the party were Durotha 9.15

Rowland's

birthday

was

1\1

TIME

Club News Activities Locals

Mis6 Martha Workman
Recites Vows With
Willie Owen Vinson

VIGILANTES OF
, BUENA VISTA

• LOCALS

Use Our Easy Payment Plan and Pay As You Ride
A SERVICE BARGAIN

504

_J

PORTER
MOTOR CO.Phone 97
q
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•

2.4-13 W
plenty 0
and 40
will spri
you our
facts ar
Hatcher:
336-J.

LADIES
ttr $1.00
sized or
Send 'yo
will Inc
South
Ky.

Miss Betty Holsapple
Is Married To
Mr. Doris Jones
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5. Name two peculiarities of the
The Mt. Hebri•n Woman's Society
chapter of the Acts.
of Christian Service met at the 21st
8. 'In the temple what did Simeon
home' 44 'Mrs. a T. Cuter for the
say after he took the child Jesus
July meeting.
up in his arms?
_ The program reads as follows:
7. What did Jesus say unto the
Songs: What a Friend and Blessed
A.seuranee - • ormente•9 -Psadmit - aes . Publican. -Levi, who was sittioos, at
• Our dangerous Enemy." Mrs. Mary. the receipt of custom?
Hendrick; "The Atomic 'Age and.. 8. Names the books
the N. T.
Missions." Mrs. E. H. Smith: "The that do not end in ASKO.
Decline of -Home Religion and Ten
Reasons jor._ The Establishment of
The Family Altar." Mrs. B. F. GuthREAD THE CLASSIFIEDS.
rise Bible -study. 3rd James, conducted- by 34cs.. Clay Smith in the
absence of Mrs. Hollie Watson; dosing song, Blest Lle the Tie That
Binds: prayer. Mrs. B. F. Guthrie.
Will Pay Fri. and Sat. Only
. Refreshments were served 'to 11
28c
Heavy Hens
.members arid three. visitors.
18c
Bible study will be Matthew 21st Leghorn Hens
conducted by Uiss Lou Smith in the Fryers
33c i
absence of Miss Frances Fuqua.
14c
Cocks.
The questions read as follows:
32c
1. The New Testament is comz
posed of how many, chapters? The
Highest market price for
New Testament is damposed of how
Beef Hides
mi.nv verses'?
Prices subject to Change
2 What is the shortest verse in
Without Notice
e New Testament? How many
Words? Quote. What is the longest
verse in the New Testament? Howmany words? Quote.
Phone 441
South 13th St.
Whose name appears in both
Residence Phone 1034

LOOK!

Insure the safety of yourself and
your family by having our experienced mechanics detect your trouble
and remedy it before it becomes
dangerous.

AUTOMA
is now
You can
because
day rem
window,
for all
Wednesc
there.

REN

SAVE
And Build For SECURITY

the first and last verses of the New
Mt. Hebron W.S.C.S. Testament?
Meets At Home Of I 4. Name IA Aaron's gdindsora and
Mrs. 0. T. Guier

Long drives during hot summer
months at increased speeds make a
check-up itecessary . . . It will give
your car More pep and go, and save
you money: too.

TuEsr

South Murray
Homemakers Club
• Ends Year's Work

Weddings

.-

DEPEND ON US FOR
BETTER SERVICE FOR YOUR CAR!

Zeta Department
Holds Picnic at
City Park Monday

The Zeta Department of the MurThe South Murray Homemakers
ray Woman's Club met at 6:30 yes- Club closed a successful year's work
terday at the City Park,for a pic- with a club picnic in the City Park
nic supper.
on Friday, July 9. A delicious dinTwenty-six members and Mrs. ner with lots of fellowship and fun
Glenn Doran and little Nancy Ryan, was enjoyed by all.
guests, enjoyed the oceasion.
The club has plans for an interMrs. Charles M. Baker, chairman, esting year's work beginning in
presided over a brief business ues- September with a continuation of
siun during which the group agreed sewing for the major project. Stud49 ,cancel the August me ea ig The ies of Kentucky and lessons on
next meeting will be in September. etiquette will be the minor proMr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman of
'
• ••
jects. Foods will be the topic for
Murray,'
1,
announce
the
.Route
•
-\
I By FRANK C. ROBERTSON :7-=
three lessons.
marriage of their daughter, Martha
•• ••••I rye.. •••••••••• ima
—
Officers and leaders for the comSue, to Willie Owen Vinson, son of
ing year are as ,follows: Mr's. EuMrs
Orlena
Vinson,
Hazel.
..„.
•
through the brush to the spring.
CHAPTER XXXII'
Tarry, president, Mrs. Meluss---.'
The single ring ceremony was
Mrs Shirley Geurin and 'Jan- gent
continued to follow Al He had scarcely reached it when
Mrs. James
he saw smoke curling out of the read Satin-day, July 17. at 2 o'clock ette Huie left Saturday for a week's Linn, vice-president,
Ridgley's tracks through smoke hole at the rear of the dugsecretary. Mrs. Groot
Witherspoon,
Mich.
Miss
Park,
by the Rev,M. C. Whitten, Baptist visit in Highland
recreational leader,
the morning and well into the out.
minister, at his home in Hernando, Geurin will visit her aunt, Mrs. ver Parker.
Then, the door opened, and RoBrown and Mrs. Walter
afternoon. •
Miss. Their only attendants were Frank Wiseman and Miss Huie will Mrs. 011ie
with
bucket
in
his
mani
came
out
a
project leaders, Mrs.
Toward the middle of the
visit her sister, Mrs. Bill Robertson Miller. major
hand. Ben tensed. Gripping his Mr. and Mrs. Ted Wilson.
Albert Parker, food leader, Mrs.
afternoon; he sighted a thin rifle, he slid behind a thick willow
will
reRobertson.
They
and
Mr.
Thebride chose for her wedding
curl of smoke ahead. Dis- bush.
Mr. R. H. Fah...ell, minor pruject leaa two-piece powder blue linen suit. turn home tWs weekend with
Romain was corning toward the
mosinting, he tied his horse to
who,will spend der, 'Mrs; J. C. Brewer, reading
Rogirtsee
and
Mrs.
with white Stoessories and wore a
James Witherspeon,
some aspens, then cautiously spring. As he reached it. he paused
Ii week with the latter's parents, chairman, Mrs.
and looked around suspiciously, shoulder corsage of white rat denies.
publicity chairman,. Mrs. Melus
advanced on foot.
C.
Mrs.
L.
Huie.
Mr.
and
seeming to sense danger. He looked
Mrs. Wilson was dressed in grey
Linn. citizenship chairman, and
• •
About the minates later, he came every way except directly behind
Mrs. Dave Hopkins, live-at-home
upon two horses grazing with the him. Had he turned completely with black accessories and her corLong
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Miller,
Jeacier.
bridle reins dragging. They were around, he might have seen Ben, sage was also white gardenias.
,Miller,,and
the horses he had been trailing— but he didn't.
Mrs. Vinson is a graduate of Beach, Calif.. Mrs. Viola
The first meeting will be held
Ridgley's and Stickney's.
Mrs. Pearl Miller, Murray, were
As he stooped to fill the bucket.
A little farther on, he discovered Ben stepped from behind the bush Kirksey High school in the class supper guests Saturday evening of in the. home of the new president.
Mrs. Tarry, South 12th Street, on
a dugout against the side of a hill. and swung his rifle up. Some in- 01 1947. Mr. Vinson macluated from
daughters
It was almost concealed by sur- stinct seemed to warn Romain. He Hazel High school in the class of Mrs. Lee Caraway and
the second Thursday in SeptemFourth
South
Nell
of
and
Frances
rounding timber and might not started to 'straighten up and look 1943.
ber at 2...o'clock.
•
have been noticed by the casual around. but not in time. The butt
street, Murray.
After a wedding trip to Memphis.
Anyone interested in sewing
passer-by, but Ben's sharp eyes had of the rifle struck the side of his
along with the other phases of
been looking for just such a hide- head and his shoulder. It was a Tenn., the newly weds are at home
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Sykes and homemakers work are invited to
out.
terrific blow. Romain nearly turned with the, bridegroom's mother in
In front of the dugout, he saw a cartwheel as he fell to the ground. Hazel
children, Ted and Andrea, and Miss join the club and visitors are almother's
saddles—his
two familiar
Helen Colburn spent the weekend ways welcome.
The bucket clattered back into the
and one that belonged to Earl spring hole..
in Bardstown with Mrs. Albert
Adams.
Hayden, the former. Miss Teressa
The thought of his beloved MothREAD THE CLASSIFIEDS.
EN took time only to make sure
Colburn. While there they visited
er inside that dugout and in deadly
that the man had been knocked
enHome"
and
Kentucky
"My
Old
emotion
wave
of
peril -sent a
unconscious, then turned and sped
POISON IVY
through him that left him weak and toward the dugout. He took a stand
route viewed the Lincoln Memorial
trembling. Then, regaining control
HOW TO KILL IT.
in Hodgenville.
the side of it, where he was-out
at
of himself, he became cold and cal- of sight of the door. Leaning his
•
Miss Betty Holsapple, daughter of
IN ONE HOUR,
culating. If he was to save his rifle against the wall, he drew his
Holsapple,
If not COMPLETELY PLF.ASED,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Graves
his
must
keep
Kopperrud
Earl.
he
H.
mother and
Dr. and MA: A.
six-shooter.
eileen, became the bride of Mr. Doris and son Billy Will leave Saturday your 25c back. Kill the outer skin.
head and plan coolly.
The next five minutes were the
with it goes the
There were three outlaws with longest he had ever spent in his life. Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Luther for a two weeks vacation trip to It PEELS OFF and
ivy infection. Ask any druggist for
to deal—Ridgley. Rick Ro- His plan was to wait for Wheeler to Jones, South Sixth street, Saturday
Grafton, N. D., where they will TE-OL. Oftens one application is
main and Seesaw Wheeler. He return. dispose of him, then tackle afternodn at 4:30 in a double-ring
visit Dr. Kopperud's uncle, Osear enough. Todays at Holland-Hart
would have to have surprise in his Ridgley inside the dugout.
ceremony
read
by
the
Rev.
H.
F.
.
Kopperud and
PO.
favor if he hoped to ,win against
However, just as he saw Wheeler Paschall at his home in Hazel.
sucl: odds, and he must map out atmear in the distance, leading
four
The bride was attired in a street
some strategy whereby he could horses, he heard Ridgley
step to the
deal with each man separately.
dimr and bellow, "Hey. Rick. you length frock of white with black
Looking about. he saw that there
accessories. Her corsag2 was of
stoppin' to snake that Water?"
was a spring in some brush a little
Ben ventured a peek around the. gardenias.
way below the dugout. The chances corner and saw that Ridgley
'had
Their only attenants were Mies
were that, at suppertime, one man stepped outside to look for Romain.
would go down to that spring for
He realized then that he would have Ruby Bizzell and James Edward
water. That, perhaps, would be the
to tackle Ridgley at once and pray Hughes. Miss Bizzell also wore . a
best time.ao act.Knowing the habits
that he could get the best of the dress of white with black access),
of mountain men when away from fellow
before Wheeler got close ries and gardenias for her corsage.
town, he figured they would probenough Lq interfere.
Following a brief honeymoon in
ably eat early, before sundown.
S*pping
into view, he barked,
Meanwhile, he • would hide somethe Smoky Mountains they will
"Put
'em
up.
Ridgley!"
where and wait, ready to take ad- But Ridgley. too, had a gun in his be at home with the bridegroom's
vantage of any break that might
hand. He whirled and fired. Ben parents.
arise.
flung himself back against the dugout as he pulled the trigger of his
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
E SLIPPED warily through the own gun. He knew he was hit.
His
timber on the opposite side of right thigh felt as though someone
the canyon until he was well above had thrust a hot iron against it. He
the dugout. From here, he had a saw that his own shot had struck
good view of it. The door was closed. Ridgley in the chest, but the man
and he saw no sign of the outlaws was still on his feet.
but knew they must be either inHe fired again, but his wounded
side the dugout or in the immediate leg suddenly gave way beneath him.
vicinity of it.
causing him to stagger as he fired.
Time dragged by. The sun was The shot missed.
slowly sinking Maitrd the horison.
Then, he saw Ridgley's gun comBen began to get restless and im- ing up again. In desperation, he
patient. Action of some kind would lunged for the fellow's
legs, upsethave to be taken soon.
ting him as the gun went off. The
Then, at last, he saw the thre• Millet passed over Ben's back.
outlaws come out of the brush lust
The two men hit the ground tobelow the dugout. His eyes nar- gether. with Ben on top. Rldglev
He
his
rifle
he
clutched
rowed as
kicked like a wildcat and slashed
could get one of the three with a back and forth with his six-gun as
well-aimed shot, but the other two Ben struggled to keep him pinioned
could reach shelter before he could to the ground.
fire again. Regretfully, he dropped
"Mom! Earl!" Ben yelled. "Get
the butt of the rifle to the ground out of there!"
and waited. '
He heard two exclamations from
Two of the men, Rick Romain inside the dugout, then his mother's
and Al Ridgley, went to the door of voice.
the dugout, unfastened it and dis"Ben! We can't get out! We're
appeared inside. The third man. tied up!"
6
Seesaw Wheeler. picked up some
He was not surprised. Naturally.
6
ropes and went off. Evidently, he they were bound. He would have to
was going to bring the horses in.
do this job alone, without Earl's
Now. Ben decided, was the time help—and he saw that Seesaw
for action. The three were prob- Wheeler was now only a few hunably getting ready to have supper. dred yards away. The bandit had
If he was right, one of the two in let go of the horses and was authe dugout would soon go down to proaching on the run, his gun
the spring for water. Unless Wheel- drawn.
er returned before that, they would
all be separated for a brief period
(To be continued I
Ben scrambled down to the tam - f The characters in this serial are
torn of the canyon. crossed the
little creek, and Made his way
sl: C Robertson
Copyright. Mll.
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-r-Health Department Tells How To
Prevent Rocky Mountain Fever

Anita
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... by opening a savings account here today. Deposit regularly...
your money earns a worthwhile return as you save. Start with any
- amount,

C4
40•
Ii

The only way to build up a reserve to carry you over the rough
spots, and toInsure security in t14 later years of your life, is to start
now and save a certain amount each week.
You will be surprised at how quickly your savings account will
grow. Come in today and start your account.

Ess. .

-BANK dt MURRAY
Member F.-

Boggess Produce Co.
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PACE FIVE

muff ILISSIEltli
and Save Money
FOR SALE-All restaurant equipment at the Collegiate Inn for
•
sale. Can be seen any time from
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. until sold-B. H. EXPERT WALL PAPLR, PAINTAUTOMATIC REDUCTION SALE Brown.
3y28c ING, inside and outside. Complete
is now on at Dapper dt,Darwin.
decorating service. Contract OF
You can't miss felting a bargain, PIANOS-New spinet, any finish,
hour. Call 688-R-4. Free estias
low
as
$485.00
with
bench.
Guarbecause the price goes down every
A7c
mate.
day regardless of what is in our anteed used pianos as low as
window. You will find'everything $135.00 and up. Free delivery any- ROWLAND Refrtgeratton Sales and
for all the family.
Price for where-Harry Edwards, 808 So. Service. Supplies. Phone 993-J.
A3c Hazel Highway, one block south
Wednesday, July 28, is 30c. Be 4431.
there.
A3c
J731c
of Sycamore Street.
NICE RIPE CANNING PEACHES
2,4-D WEED KILLER. We have -Herbert Holloway Orchard, one
427c
plenty on hand-Both 20 per cent mile west of Sedalia, Ky.
and 40 per cent Ester or salt. We
will spray for you, or we will rent FOR SALE: Girls Bicyale. Excelcondition.
$25.00.
Call
you our power sprayer. See us for lent
July 28p
facts and information. Murray 288.
Hatchery, Murray, Ky. Telephone
FOR SALE: Belle of Georgia
336-J.
A9c
Peaches for 'sale starting Tuesday.
LADIES USED SILK DRESSES, 5 July 27th. $2.75 per bushel. We
ihr $1.00, postpaid; imperfect.% not pick them. Bring containers; will
Orchard
sized or pressed; mail orders only. have Elbertas later.
Send 'your dollar today to Good- closed on Sunday. 3 miles east of
Jy28p
will Industries of Kentucky, 214 Murray. J. A. Downs.
South
8th
Street, Louisville,
YELLOW
PEACHES
ELBERTA
Ky.
A7c
FOR SALE: $2.50 per bushel at
orchard.
Ready Monday. Ten
miles East on Highway 95 and Mile
to right. Earl Byerly.
J28p

Services Offered

For Sale

•

Rodeo Thrills Due
At Mid-South Fair

Witt

TODAY
and Tomorrow

3

NOT WHEN YOU SAYE
A N UM DIM
ON YOUR LIPS.

BURT LANCASTER.
[ROM SCOTT.

WE SPECIALIZE im COUNTRY
plate
HAM, steaks, chops and
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
,
Rudy's Restaurant

If

NOTICE: Have just purchased new
baler. Ready to bale anytime.
See 1.. 0. Rrindley and son on
Murr.iy-Lynn Grove Highway near
J28p
Wiswell road.

RECEIPT BOOKS
4 to Page- In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

Almo Keeps Lead
In Division With
Win Over Salem

"I WALK
WNW
num

For Rent

CHIT •1111111 ISRUS
AilD111111.11.lewrokeinDo SHAM

4 Paramount Picture

FOR RENT: 3 unfurnished upstairs
rooms; private bath. Couple only.
Photte'•-rrt--w. 101 N. 12th. Jy29p
-

Aro
,

dgemsiin

sal1011111aMIMW•

PEACHES ARE READY
BELLE of GEORGIA,$2.50 at orchard.
$3.00 delivered and containers furnished.
ELBERTAS, $3.00 at Orchard.
$3.50 delivered.
Place Orders at
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Place orders at once - They won't last long

-;
MEn

4•11..•/0•MN4

IN PERSON
ARLIE BRUMLEY and His

RADIOAIRES
QUARTET
of Mayfield, Kentucky
1320
Heard Daily Over WNGO
ON YOUR DIAL

July 30,

8 P. M.

SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
HAZEL, KENTUCKY
Sponsored by: P. T. A..
••=141•Mr.,4=P•r4=0,..111111”•4=1•..41110 i•IMM..41•• .MM ,,M111.-416

Admission 25c and 50c
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1111 Vi•
12-2444
3-To Chill
4-Takts out
5-To sena
8-Conjunction
7-insect
5-Circle
5-Muster
10- Shield
11-To drink
16-Happenings
.0 --Compass point
22-Indeflaite articie
23 Smelter refuse
24-Helper
25-World's peace
hope
06-Eon
30-Classed
32-Plays a role
33-Edible seeds
36-8haggy animal
A-Sports event
41-1t forms or, teeth
43- Apple seed
45- Missies! note
47-Pronoun
43 -Sound
50 --Biblical and
51 -Atmosphere
-Bottom of door
56-Large wave
58-Dined
59 -African worm
80-Salt
43 -In direction of
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pointed out, is that reemployment turn to their old jobs are in the
rights are the only benefits the upper 50 per cent of serldrOost
M industry. The law applies
veteran acquires. Under the newers
specifically to private employers
Act there is no provision for G. I.
and the federal government. State,
education. Servicemen at Readjustcounty and murticipal government
ment Allowance, or unemployment
is excluded.
insurance paid to veterans who are
When employers fail to comply
unable to find work.
• with the Statutory reemployment
The new law provides job pro- rights, United States attorneys are
tection for persons who enlist, or instructed to take legal action to
reserve personnel called to active obtain reinstatement and to reduty after July 24. 1948. The re- cover damages for loss of wages.
turn draftee cannot be discharged Under the old law, relatively few
without cause for a ydar after his cases reachei the federal courts
reinstatement, and he receives cre- because of negotiations conducted
dit for the time spent in the mili- by the Bureau with employees,
tary service for his senority.
rorganizations and veterans'
Rogers emphasised that work groups.
Many legal questions have alwith The former employer is the
only place where the returned ready been passed upon by the
draftee can utilize seniority he ac- courts in connection with reemquires through military service. ployment rights. Because of this
It has been established that vet- body or precedent and Case law.
erans of World War II who re- the experience and willingness of

Tennessee. The field ;office .()f the
Bureau ik in :the
.
Republic
Louisville, KentilcEY.' Local offices of the Kentucky
state employment service are bejng used as points of Initial contact
and referral for veterans, employ,ers and labor organizations, L,7P.
Under the reemployment rights Jones. 'the Director of the Employsaid.
section of the new Selective Ser- meet Service,
With some exceptions, reemploy.
vice Act of 1948, an employee may 1 merit provisions of the new Act
reclaim his job without loss of are similar to those of the Selectseniority, status or pay provided lye Training and Service act of 19- 1
he completes his militiary service 40. Under the new Act, a person I
satisfactorily and makes timely ap- who enters the military service,1
lication within 90 days after must leave a job other than terndischarge. This, and other phases porary to perform military set of the reemployment rights under vice. Within 90 days after his onthe new draft act, was explained conditional discharge, he must reby John W. Rogers, field represen- quest his employer to reinstate
Wive- of the Bureau of Veterans' -hint
Reemployment Rights, whose area -1- One of the most significant dif- 1..
includes Kentucky, iiidiana and
ferences in the new Act, Roger,

Almo Heights clung to its lead in
the eastern division of the TwinStates League by scoring a 5-4 win
over Salem at Almo Sunday. •
The victory thus avenged a previous loss to this tame Salem club
during the first half of the league
season. Leading the Almo attack
was Hillman Lyons who connected
with three hits in four tries.
Claude' "Red" Willoughby went
thh entire route and gave up seven
hits.
Almo Heights and Benton collide
in an. exhibition game at the Mayfield Kitty League park Friday
night. The game Will afford Kitty
League fans a chance to compftre
Twin-States and Kitty baseball.
re by innings:
Salem
009 103 000-4 7 1
Almo Hts. ____ 044 010 Ofilx-5 10 3
Belt and_Crotzer; Willoughy and
Williams.
.CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincere
thanks and deep appreciation to our
friends and neighbors for the many
floral offerings ancti kind expressions of sympithy in our recent bereavement.
Especially do we thank Reverends
Henson and Crabtree for their
words of consolation and the Max
Churchill Funeral home for prompt
and courteous service.
May God's richest blessings rest
upon each and every one of you
throughout each day.

NANCY

employers to be generous to vet- •
erans, there seems to be no reason
why legal complications cannot oe
avoided in the majority of cases.
Rogers said.

STOP- TERMITE DAMAGE
Flying ants may be termites possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINLX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
the extent of termite damage in
your property. Don't delay, call
today!

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
4o4bori.oel ttoomeototio. of
Ohio valky Tcraumix Corp.
.
igC.S
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SPECIAL
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AT RILEY'S

THOR GLADIRON
• FULLY AUTOMATIC
• FULLY GUARANTEED

DRAFTEES TO GET
JOBS BACK AFTER
TERM OF SERVICE

It takes thrills as well as quarter horses, boots, saddles, lariats
and spurs to make a championship rodeo such as Memphis will
stage at the Mid-SouffrFair and
Livestock Show on Sept. 26 t.)
Oct. 3. This young "pistol packing" beauty is typical of the
girls who will be in the rodeo
events.
Homer Todd, noted for his
thrilling rodeo championships,
win be in charge of the Memphis
event, which will bring riders
here from Texas, Oklahoma and
the West.

HAL WALLIS raw*.
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Notices

DON'T CALL IT
I LOVE.

Friday,

2

12
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07-Curve
39-Cerium isymb.1
40-To obtain
42-To weaken
44-Large artery
46-Part of "to be"
48-Act of good will
50-Female horses
53-Kind of writer
14 -Not In
115 -Exists
67 -Thing. to strive
for
II -Macaw
82- Meadows
84-Portico
65-To exclude
44-Tardy
$7-Duck

4.6

FOR SALE: $129.00 white porcelain
table top oil range. Insulated oven.
George
First' class condition.
Brown, Penny. Phone 694-J-1. 29p

•••

1

WI

REFRIGERATOR FOR
USED
SALE Guaranteed. Dill-Electric
'Co. • *el. 879. Across from Post
J29c
Office.

•

ACROSS
1-Dry
6-Fuel
a-To fondle
13-Gambling cube,
13-River In Italy
14-Past time
111-Egg dish
11-Toward
111-To tear
19-Level
21-Out of date
23-A wine
27-Negative
28-Kind of cloth
29-Unit of energy
St-Short sleep
34-Paid notice
III-Pig pen

SH

DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturday beginning at
10:30, rain or.shine. $2.00 if they
don't sell. $10.00 if they do sell.
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
buy.-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co., Hopkinsville,
Ky.

,
ARAM/1 341 P111%10116

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Regular $99.95
SPECIAL $74.95
This Is Another of Those Riley Specials
Serviced by Bourland Electric

AGIC Riley
GLADIRON East Side Square

Furniture & Appliance Co.
Telephone 587

By Ernie Bushmiller

Squeeze Play

••••

By Raeburn Van Buren

Last Out

ABBIE an' SLATS

-f STEELE HILL BURNT DOWN. IT
DOESN'T MATTER. MARTHA AND I
WILL BE ALL RIGHT. THAT'S ALL
THAT MATTERS.

THAT YOUNG
NO, MISS STEELE
MAN WHO SAVED
HE PHONED
US. THAT CHARLIE, ONCE TO ASK
HE'S BEEN AROUND, HOW YOU WERE.
THAT WAS A
OF COURSE.
WEEK AGO. WE
HAVEN'T
HEARD FROM
HIM S NCE •

CAGEY, ISN'T HE? KNOWS
I'M IN HIS DEBT. KNOWS
I PAY MY DEBTS. SOHE'S MAKING
ME COME TO
HIM.

FIND HIM. BRING
HIM HERE. TELL HIM
I'M READY TO PAY.
ASK MY BANK TO
PREPARE A DRAFT
FOR ONE MILLION
DOLL ARS -

44
Caw 1 1110 U*.041 VW** Se...oft
T.
u I TO Oa

AND TWAT 15 WHAT

I'D Do,

ADAM LAZONGA , IF wou
GAVE rag SIX LESSONS ON
HOW TO WOO DOC,PATCH
STYLE
1 D WOO EVERY
GORGE'OUS GIRL

-"k

RVAN15110F11-1
By Al Capp

Yokum Writhes Again ! !

ASHER

EXCELLENT.AND YOU,
`11.)KuM- WHAT WOULD
YOU DO WERE YOU
TO DE SZtEcTED?

I SANIAINID BRING
1.1o'r TO
VISOR SAMOS!

AN

W-WAL- wOut_lo NOT WOO
NO CO'GEOUS GALS ON ACCOUNT
THEY (GIAP)- SCARES ME,
NATCHERLY.r-AWD WOO TN'
ZUBLE,NomirLY KIND -OF
WHICH THAR 6 MILLION5,CU55 1TP
.

YES, MISS
STEELE

\OCT A ailiTzUBLE
TmEM Nom asap
Wet, MAKE!
,
BEN' WOOED -AN' ME NATIW
T' WOO

el -HORRIBLE_
HAIN'T IT WHUT AHi)
DO -SF V'
PICKED PIE?
KIN AN GO
54- NOW

LADIES AND
GENTLEMENTHE WINNER.?

;'4I1

The tamily of Hardy Rogers . p
CARD OF•THANKS
, I wish to thank - every one who
so graciously offered flowers and assistance when my wife and childrêis
were injured in ah aceident on
July 2 near Goldesi Pond. Your
thoughtfulhess is highly appreciated.
Lawton Higgins
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Nebraska Diggers Seek to Solve
Mystery of Prehistoric Indians

Even Iron Curtain Spares Babies,
UN Food Relief Director Reports

PARIS 4UPi—Countries behind inspection tour of fund activities
— CAMBRIDGE. Neb. eU,P, —A place. and that 'contained only one
Sinithsonian Institute archeologist skeleton—that of a man, with one the iron 'curtain are ciistributine I in Yugoslavia. Bulgaria. Hungary .
.is trying, to solve a three-fold.. mys- ! arm missing. The archeologist still United Nations food for children and Czechoslovakia.
prehistoric has 'many people to account for. without discrimination. the •exetery concerning the
Pate, who said he visited towns
people who once inhabited tiny Kivett had exPectild to find that cutive director of the UN interna- and villages as well as capitals,
3
,
reek
bodies
in
villages along 1edicine.
c,the people buried many
tional children's emergency fund told a press voriference that he
,
south Nebraska.
t each burial place.
The archeologist. Mars in Kivett. f This one burial' place. he said.'OF
Is investigating remains of villages ! was on a high hill. was dug only
on the site where Medicine Creek about 17. inches deep. and contained a few pieces of pottery. :
darn now is being built.
He is trying to determine where i arrowheads and some beads'made
The aborigines came from. at V1 hat - from gulf coast shells. Kivett con- ,
period they lived, and what hap- , lectured that the shell beads MUS:
i have- been traded from one tribe
pened to them.
"It is interesting to note:. Kivet to another, to'reach Nebraska.
These people. kept two kinds of.
said " that remains of a similar
culture have been- found in --the dogs. Kivett said. They raised
Texas Panhandle The only differ- :corn. beans and domestiesated sunence was that the Texas villagei flowers They kept bees and-calght
had stone huts, while the Medicine fish. mussels, crayfish and turtles
Creek people used:16ga for their in the creek.
j • Kivett said Medicine Creek val- •
homes."
ley is receiving possibly more arch- ,
Carving Is resale
Kiveu also reported that a piece rologrcal attention this year than
of shale, in which was carved a any other site to the United States,
pictures of a human face. was with thrM agencies participating
University Of Nebraska, Nebraska
found recently.
"This type of carving." he said, Historical Society and Smithsonian
"usually is associated with the pre- Institute. .
historic inhabitants ,of the southeast."
GROWTH SETBACKS FOUND
Now working on the remains of FACTOR IN POLIO SPREAD
a third village on the dam site
ChildrenMINNEAPOLIS ,UP
area. Kivett believes that each was who have suffered temporary setoccupied at a different period. All backs in growth are more suscepwere before the corning of the tible to infantile paralysis thai
white man, he said.
in,, mat a tuIdis i , two• Ina oe e aits Trt
"1 There is no evidence of horses, Minnesota doctors believe.
metal or glass, which were brought
Drs. Neil N. Litman and Jarnes
by the whites Kivett would like to F. Bosnia Studied • 133 St. Paud
ascertain as definitely as p.ssible youngster stricken during the 1946 1
The times of the settlements, but polio epidemic in Minnesota
_hasn't found too much in the way " They found that tavo out : ,
-,
of clues.
three
victims Ka& ex pt. I .i ' ...v.i
As to what happened to the peo- some type of growth failure during
ple, the researchers still are baf- I the preceedirig year - fled. Kivett said he has found na
The Litman-Bosma survey also
evidence of awrfare, or any sign indicated - that children who are
that such peaceful . farming -folk undersized- and underweight are
were wiped out by invading tribes. mose susceptible to polio than
Skeletons Missing
normal children and that children
In fact Kivett admitted that so in the state just before pubertsfar he has .found only one burial rarely contact the disease
'

noted "absolute determination to in 12 European countries. It als
distribute food in accordance with operates in- China and will shortl
extend its operation to other far
the fund charter.
eastern countries.
"That means without discrimiHarvest May Be Good
nation as to race, religion or nob- I

for another two years.
Distribution of food is supervised by international learns chosen from among members of the
UN. Pate said missions in all of
the 12 European countries report-

ly a quarter of the children in
several eastern European countries are two years behind normal
size and weight owing .to hardShips and food shortages.

•

Pate said the four countries he
tics." he added.
However, he said he noted a
ed fair distribution.
Since its organization a year visited expect a bumper harvest.
still! distinct improvement in condition
Needs'
of
the
are
children
ago. the 10EF has distributed' They hope to aboliah bread rationpowdered - milk, fats, cod liver oil. ing by the end of the year,"al- greater than ICEF funds, however. of the children since he toured
meat and fish to 4..000,000 children though they will be short of milk Pate told the press. He said rough- eastern Europe last February.
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shop the furnace market, check 'em all for fuel economy, service, wear and when

1

you've compared prices, you'll know that your best buy is HOMART at Sears

I

f`i

ROEBUCK AND CO
where.,.
taff4!eire6

I

Regis
t To 13(
- Says

good quality costs less

t

In a cot

day from
the Ledge
that "as yi
not been n
personnel
Under ti

Check These
Better Furnace
Features...

EFFICIENT... CLEAN ...COMFORTABLE HEAT WITH YOUR

HOMART FURNACE

Waist High Shake
Dumper Lever Handle

1

20-INCH.

$139.50

2-Way Agitating
Grates

•
This is the heat you've been waiting for .. . convenient, healthful and amazingly low priced to save you money ... at Sears! Ideal for use with oil burners,
stokers, blower system; permanently welded, keeps home free of dirt and gases.
Refractory fire brick liner burns fuels better ... resists clinkers ... retains heat!
Ideal for low ceiling basements. Compare its Price—Compare its Quality . . .
see it at Sears today for all winter comfort!

Refractory Fire
Brick Lining

DURABLE, EXTRA LARGE
COMBUSTION AREA
. . . means greater comfort
economy . . . less waste!

BEJEWELLED — Janet Leigh, Hollywood's Cinderella girl.
sports a Jeweled butterfly on a chain of diamonds around
tier throat for evening wear. The arched wings of the butterfly are flexible and wave in the light reflecting the glitter
set in palladium.
of diamonds securely
,

. .. more fuel saving
Two way agitating
grates with heavy grate support operate smoothly with coal or coke
Large steel radiator expands-contracts with temperature changes, won't
distort!

Lap Welded Steel
Construction

(74
:
te Sunday Afternoon

42-in. Cabinet Sink

Hlkort value!

SnalleY modern, with porcela,n
enameled sink and whoa, enameled
wood cabinet One drawer and
two roomy comportments.

limousine AO destruction wert
obViotis. But the intensity, C
this tia2ody was obscured -it,
the dreadful wreckagg. Wt -r.
identification was final* estallished, the. city - k.arried that Six
-its most orominent-eitireri •
had been killech'in an auto acideat two -miles -south of' thf•
Country Club.

A beauty, with one side for washirtg, one for rinsing Acid-resisting
„. white porcelain enamel — won't
rust. 32 inches long.

54-in. Cabinet Sink
4 Drawers

s,

Drives hot, stuffy air out the window! Hastert-Electric Window Fan
brings new, cool comfort to your
horns Smart metal grille.

Homart Electric
Water Heater
7ieub1iares,---Autornotir:30-gal.

$199.50

-$99.50
.
_

Clitna Lavatory
Chrome-gatO Mixing faucet
19x17-in'

Size

$24.50

Owes easily a.. dish' Whit. •itreous
china lavatory 14.31 anti splash head,
pull-out plug See It at Sears.

-Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back"
Paducah

Quiet Window Fan
$49.95

$99.95 20-inch Fan Size

kitchen will sparkle with INW
beauty and utility with this all-steel
Hamar, sink. Big double drainboards. four drawers.
Your

Home Comfort Marvel

No other stoker like it for value at such low cost. Now
every home can have even temperature comfort by setting
its automatic control. Gets more heat from less fuel. Ruggedly built for years of trouble-free service. It's so clean,
convenient. Beat winter, install one now.

"Nr

Homart Sink
$27.50
Two Basins

Sears Hercules Stoker,

Thrifty FromAity'Angle

-

$79.95

Kentacky

White With Trim . •

immersed, every speck of heat
goes into heating. 3-in. fiber- ,
glass insulated walls keep heat
in. Sleek white enameled steel

•

7479.95

Httr•'s beauty and rugged wearability,
low flat bottom dmign for safety,
Arid-rmistant. 541, Mei..styling
'

SEARS

sews '

.

Scads ot hot water, day and,
nightl Economical blade-type
heating element is completely --

Homart Bath Tub
Exclusive Hornort Design
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DURABLE HEAVY GAUGE LAP WELDED STEEL CONSTRUCTION

Two squad care and an ambulance arrived at the scene
siMultaneously. The policemen
and both internes could guess
at one horrified glance what had
hapgrned.
- The car had' approached the .
narrow bridge at what might
normally have been a reasonable pace. Through the rain. its
driver had seen a car entering
the bridge from the other. *ncl
and, by instinct, he had ?jammed on the brakes. Everyth.t:::
up to this point had been no: mal — except the treacherouOctober weather. The slick surface of the pavement'Made the
awful difference. that Sunday
afternoon. The big -sedan skidded through a guard rail, off the
bridge and into a marsh 35 feet
below. .
Yes, the aecident Was easy to
reconstruct. The • circumstances
which assembled to send the

•

jacket. U. I. Approved.

-Use Sears Easy Payment Plan323 Broadway

Phone 4940
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